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Nirenberg-Matthaei discovery of polyuridylate-directed phenylalanine in-
corporation is called a "breakthrough experiment." Elsewhere we are told
that "aspartate and cytidine triphosphate have nothing in common struc-
turewise."
One final point, relative to the authors' stated desire to bring their work
up to date. They present the system of protein classification recommended
by the American Society of Biological Chemists and the American Physi-
ological Society. However, they fail to mention that the recommendations
were put forth in 1907, and that the classification is of very little use today.
In conclusion, therefore, I would describe this as a somewhat old-fashioned
tex,t that, despite modern trappings, remains somewhat old-fashioned.
Biological Chenistry, on the other hand, is a superb book-certainly
the best biochemistry text to be published since the second edition of
General Biochemistry by Fruton and Simmonds, some eight years ago.
The book succeeds partly because it aggressively limits itself to "funda-
mental biochemistry," and leaves out more physiological topics such as
the chemistry of muscle contraction and vision. Secondly, the book is
logically organized. Protein chemistry is treated initially. This leads
smoothly into a discussion of the thermodynamics and kinetics of enzyme-
catalyzed reactions, with metabolism occupying the latter half of the book.
Finally, the book is scientifically rigorous. A prior knowledge of physical
chemistry is assumed, and the principles of physical and organic chemistry
are used throughout. For example, a plausible mechanism is presented
for every enzyme reaction which is discussed. A wealth of detail is pre-
sented, yes, but nowhere could I find a detail that struck me as super-
fluous. In addition, the book is astonishingly up to date in all areas of bio-
chemistry. For example, the role of N-formylmenthionine as an initiator of
protein synthesis is thoroughly discussed although some of the most im-
portant papers-which are referred to-have appeared in 1966.
Most biochemists agree that the book by Fruton and Simmonds is the
outstanding biochemistry text of the recent era. Mahler and Cordes bids
fair to take its place, and the authors seem to be aware of their intel-
lectual heritage. The first chapter of Mahler and Cordes-"History and
Scope of Biochemistry"-has the same title and covers the same topics, in-
cluding a listing of biochemical journals and reviews, as does the earlier
book. This gives the impression that the newer book is carrying on a proud
tradition, although this might not be intentional. At any rate, this is a
book that can be used for reference as well as for a text in a year-long,
graduate-level biochemistry course. It should be found in the library of
every biological scientist.
CHRISTOPHER K. MATHEWS
MORRIS' HUMAN ANATOMY. 12th Ed. Edited by B. J. Anson. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966. xi, 1,623 pp. $24.00.
The publishers of eleven editions of a book that has been so highly re-
spected and widely used since 1893 must have been doing something right.
And, of course, they have. The big question is whether or not the publisher
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has perpetuated the excellent publishing record of the past in this most re-
cent edition. I am happy to state the affirmative.
Since the previous edition was published in 1953, there was a tremendous
amount of updating necessary, especially in terminology. This has been
done quite well. A new chapter has been added on topographic anatomy
and each section has been extensively revised or rewritten. This systemic
anatomy book is a joint effort of 20 authoritative anatomists. I am pleased
to find that the insertions of clinical correlations, where pertinent, have
been continued in the new edition, as well as those on variations and
anomalies.
I never cared for the thin, dull-surfaced paper used in the previous
edition, although I ignored it because of the valuable information the
pages contained. The new edition has heavier, high gloss paper that has
resulted in quite a general improvement in the reproduction of the illustra-
tions, except for about a dozen half-tones that are too dark. Unfortunately,
some of these contain a lot of detail that is obscured. There are 328 new
figures that are either additions or replacements. I think it is noteworthy
that the editor managed to come up with such a comprehensive edition that
is 95 pages shorter than the previous one.
EDMUND S. CRELIN
PLANT BIOCHEMISTRY. Edited by James Bonner and J. E. Varner. New
York, Academic Press, 1965. xviii, 1,054 pp. $19.00.
In 1950, James Bonner of the California Institute of Technology pro-
duced a book by this same name that gave the field a sizeable shot in the
arm. Accurate, balanced, and sprightly, it summarized much important
classical literature and gave new direction by emphasizing exciting and
important trends. Now, fifteen years later, "no longer is it possible for one
person to retain the knowledge required for the presentation of all of
plant biochemistry at a high level." Thus, Bonner has acquired an able
younger colleague who, together with him, has edited a large volume of
thirty-six chapters by some twenty-eight contribtutors. Many of these (Al-
bersheim, Axelrod, Bandurski, W. D. Bonner, Heftmann, Jansen, Lock-
hart, Park, Varner and Winestock) are former students or colleagues of
Bonner. The remainder are independent experts drawn from many parts
of the United States, Canada, and Britain. The result is a scholarly com-
pendium of somewhat uneven level and style, a little less well knit than its
predecessor, but still the most valuable reference in its field.
Part I, entitled The Plant Cell: Substructures and subfunctions, con-
sists of eight chapters on the various plant organelles that can be prepared
cleanly and whose functions can be ascertained. They are knit together by
an introductory chapter written by Bonner, which includes a section on
"The Logic of Cell Life." Much of the illustrative material in part I is
drawn from microorganisms and animals. Indeed, in all chapters save
those on the chloroplast and the cell wall, the omission of such material
would lead to impossibly incomplete presentations.
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